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The sedimentation-diffusion equilibrium method has been used to some extent to study thermodynamic interactions in 
non-ideal solutions. However, previous theoretical treatments of the problem by Schulz and by Wales, Williams and associ
ates have been approximate to the extent tha t there was neglected the dependence on molecular weight of the pair thermo
dynamic interaction parameters which appear in the first term of the virial expansion for the logarithm of the activity coef
ficient of each solute in a polydisperse system. An at tempt now has been made by Fujita to include this effect into the 
theory. I t appears that for polydisperse systems the intercept and limiting tangent of a plot, 1/Afapp versus Ca, permit calcu
lation of M„, and the second virial coefficient Ai', as obtained from light scattering experiments. A purpose of this report 
is to make use of this new theoretical information to determine the temperature variation of this second virial coefficient 
for the system polystyrene-cyclohexane in the region of the Flory-temperature. In addition, theoretical work by Kurata, 
et al., has made it possible to predict the temperature dependence of the second virial coefficient of a given solution in such a 
temperature range from measurements of the intrinsic viscosity at corresponding temperatures. For the polymer-solvent 
system selected, osmotic pressure, light scattering and viscosity data are available; thus we have been enabled to study 
further the usefulness of the sedimentation-diffusion equilibrium experiment in the evaluation of polymer-solvent inter
action. 

Introduction 

The use of the sedimentation-diffusion equilib
rium experiment for the study of thermodynamic 
interactions in solutions of macromolecules is 
gradually becoming established. From the modest 
beginnings of Schulz2 and of Wales and Williams 
and their associates3-4 there now have been made 
available more direct and more exact thermody
namic analyses of the experiment.6 ~8 Nonetheless 
these treatments of the problem were approximate 
or otherwise incomplete to the extent that a way 
was not found to take even into limited account the 
dependence on molecular weights of the pair ther
modynamic interaction parameters which appear in 
the first term of the virial expansion for the loga
rithm of the activity coefficient of each solute in a 
polydisperse system. Real progress in this direc
tion now has been made by one of us,9 it having 
been shown that for polydisperse systems the inter
cept and the initial tangent of a plot for l/JI/app 
versus Co allow calculation of the weight-average 
molecular weight Mv, and the second virial coef
ficient A*/, equivalent to the one obtained from light 
scattering experiments. Here Afapp is the apparent 
molecular weight which may be deteftnined for each 
initial concentration Co from plots of the concentra
tion gradient against cell distance at sedimentation 
equilibrium. The quantity A-/ will be termed the 
light scattering second virial coefficient for our pur
pose. We seek to use this theoretical information 
for the determination of the temperature depend
ence of the light scattering second virial coefficient 
for a polystyrene sample in cyclohexane near the 
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Flory temperature.10 Here by the Flory tempera
ture is meant a temperature at which the solution 
becomes thermodynamically ideal; it is sometimes 
called the theta temperature and designated by the 
symbol 0. 

In recent years a number of statistical mechanical 
theories of dilute solutions of flexible chain poly
mers have been developed. Of these the recent 
theory of Kurata and his colleagues11'12 seems to 
have the most satisfactory physical and mathemat
ical foundations. It is essentially a theory which 
describes the behavior, configurational, thermody-
namical and frictional, at temperatures close to the 
Flory point. Many interesting correlations of 
these properties are indicated in their theory. Thus 
it is possible to predict the temperature dependence 
of the second virial coefficient of a given solution 
near the Flory temperature from measurements 
either of the mean square radius of gyration <s2> 
of the polymer molecule or of the intrinsic viscosity 
fo] in the corresponding temperature region. Al
though these quantitative correlations have en
joyed fairly satisfactory confirmation12 with existing 
light scattering and osmotic pressure data, further 
data which may be used to test the theory are ap
parently to be desired. In the present paper, such 
a test is provided by using data from sedimentation 
equilibrium and viscosity measurements for a 
high molecular weight polystyrene in cyclohex
ane. 

The system polystyrene and cyclohexane was 
chosen because (1) the Flory temperature of this 
system is so close to room temperature that there 
is no great difficulty in maintaining temperature 
control during the sedimentation equilibrium ex
periments, and (2) detailed data from osmotic pres
sure, light scattering, viscosity and others are avail
able in the literature for this system. Comparison 
of our data with those of previous studies will pro
vide an opportunity to examine critically the po
tentiality of the sedimentation equilibrium method 

(10) P. J. Flory, "Principles of Polymer Chemistry," Cornell Univ. 
Press, Ithaca, New York, 1953. 

(11) M. Kurata, H. Yamakawa and E. Teramoto, J. Chem. Phys., 
28, 785 (1958). 

(12) M. Kurata and H. Yamakawa, ibid., 29, 311 (1958). 
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for the study of thermodynamic interactions in non-
ideal polymer solutions. 

Experimental 

Materials.—The polystyrene used in the present study 
was a fractionated sample.13 As will be shown below, its 
weight-average molecular weight Mw and its z-weight aver
age molecular weight, Mt, both determined from sedimenta
tion equilibrium data at the Flory temperature, are 7.84 X 
106 and 10.6 X 106, respectively. Therefore the ratio of 
M2 to Mv, is about 1.35. Assuming a Schulz form for the 
molecular weight distribution, a value 1.54 is obtained for 
the ratio Mw/Mn, where Afn is the number-average molecular 
weight. These figures for the molecular weight ratios sug
gest that the material had been fairly sharply fractionated. 
This sample was used for all experiments without further 
purification and fractionation. 

Reagent grade cyclohexane was distilled before being used 
in the preparation of the solutions. 

Sedimentation Equilibrium.—A Svedberg equilibrium 
ultracentrifuge was used for these experiments. Three 
different concentrations of polymer were studied at the same 
time, using a rotor for four cells, with the fourth cell acting 
as a balancing weight and providing an index for the optical 
measurements. A Lamm scale optical system was used to 
measure concentration gradient distributions along the cell 
columns at sedimentation equilibria. Reference experi
ments with pure solvent were made at each speed of rotation 
used. Averages of four photographs, taken on consecutive 
days after sedimentation equilibrium had been reached, were 
calculated; scale line displacements were measured with a 
Gaertner microcomparator which has an accuracy of about 
± 1 M- Equilibrium was attained in approximately eight 
to ten days at each speed of rotation used. Experiments 
were performed at four temperatures, 31.6, 34.2, 40.0 and 
47.0°, encompassing the Flory temperature.14 Tempera
tures were kept constant to within ±0.015° during each 
experiment. Only two results were obtained from the ex
periment at 47.0°, because one of the cells leaked, prevent
ing any accurate calculation of the apparent molecular 
weight for this concentration. For each initial concentra
tion Co at a given temperature the apparent molecular 
weight4 Afapp was calculated by numerical integration 
(Simpson's 1A rule was used) of a smooth curve drawn 
through plots of concentration gradient AC/Ar against cell 
distance r. Since only very dilute solutions were involved, 
densities of the solvent corrected for temperature, rather 
than those of the solutions, were used in molecular weight 
calculations. The partial specific volume of polystyrene 
was taken to be 0.950 ml. /g . This value was calculated 
for 34.0° from the specific volume versus temperature rela
tion obtained by Fox and Flory16 for bulk polystyrene, under 
the assumption that in this poor solvent the partial specific 
volume of the polymer molecule is approximately equal to 
its specific volume in its undiluted state.10 No literature 
value for the partial specific volume of polystyrene in cyclo
hexane is available so far as we are aware. A slight tem
perature dependence of the specific volume of bulk poly
styrene in the range studied was here neglected. 

From measurements using a double prism differential re-
fractometer, values for d » / d C ranging from 1.73 X 10 ~3 

dl . /g . at 31° to 1.75 X lO"3 d l . /g . at 47° were obtained for 
a monochromatic light of the wave length 5460 A. Here 
dw/dC is the specific refractive index increment (expressed 
in 100 ml. /g . ) . These values of An/AC were sometimes 
used to check the concentrations of test solutions refracto-
metrically. 

Viscosity.—Viscosity measurements were made at four 
temperatures in the region of the Flory temperature, using 
a Ubbelohde viscometer (suspended meniscus) which has a 
How time for water of 265.7 sec. at 25°. Kinetic energy 
corrections were found to be negligible in all cases. I t was 

(13) It was provided by Professor J. D. Ferry of this Department; 
it originated in the Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan. 

(H) Reported values of 0 for the system polystyrene and cyclo
hexane are somewhat scattered around 34°, depending on the types of 
measurements and probably on the samples used. The accurate pre
cipitation temperature measurements by Shultz and Flory (THIS 
JOURNAL, 74, 47<i0 (1952)) yielded 0 = 307.20K. 

(15) T. G. Fox and P. J. Flory, / . Appl. Phys., 21, 581 (1950). 

assumed that rate of shear corrections would be negligible 
in this poor solvent. For each measurement the tempera
ture was kept constant to within ± 0 . 0 1 ° . 

Results 

Sedimentation Equilibrium.—In Fig. 1, values 
of 1/Mapp for the four temperatures studied are 
plotted against initial concentration C0 (g.,/100 
ml.). I t is seen that the data for the temperature 
34.2° fall on a horizontal line, indicating that all 
pair interaction parameters vanish at this tempera
ture. Thus the temperature 34.2° (307.40K.) may 
be identified as the Flory temperature 0 for the sys
tem polystyrene-cyclohexane. Previous determi
nations for 8 of polystyrene in cyclohexane show 
slight but probably significant variations around 
the value 3070K.14 Our 0 value agrees with the 
datum reported from precipitation measurements 
by Krigbaum.16 From the 1/Mapp value at the 
Flory temperature the weight-average molecular 
weight Mw of the system can be unambiguously de
termined,2'9 giving Mw = 7.84 X 10Bforthe present 
case. Higher average molecular weights of the 
system also may be calculated from sedimentation 
equilibrium data at the Flory temperature.6 As 
noted above, an average value of 10.6 (±0.4) X 
105 was deduced for the z-average molecular weight 
Mx of the present sample. Due to the difficulty of 
measuring accurately the concentration gradients 
near the ends of the cell no reliable values could be 
computed for Af2+I and higher-average molecular 
weights from our data. 

As shown in the previous paper,9 the curves for 
l/A/app versus Co at different temperatures should 
converge to the same point as Co tends to zero. In 
accordance with this requirement a smooth curve 
was drawn through experimental points for each 
temperature in the fashion as shown in Fig. 1. The 
limiting tangents, denoted by B', of these curves at 
Co = 0 are related to the light scattering second vir-
ial coefficients Ai' for respective temperatures by 
the equation 

A1' = (B'/2)[\ + (XM/7, '12)]- ' (1) 

where X is 

X = ( I - pvW{b2 - a2)/2RT (2) 

Here p is the density of the solvent, v is the partial 
specific volume of the polymer (assumed to be in
dependent of molecular weight), co is the angular 
speed of rotation, a and b are the radial distances 
measured from the axis of the rotor to the meniscus 
and the bottom of the cell, respectively, R is the gas 
constant, and T is the absolute temperature of the 
system. The A2' is the coefficient appearing in the 
virial expansion of the excess turbidity T of the solu
tion over that of the solvent, i.e. 

HCt/T = l/M„ + 2 /1 , ' C0 + 0(Co2) (3) 

where H is the familiar constant in the theory of 
light scattering.10 In order for equation 1 to be 
valid, it is necessary9 that the sedimentation experi
ments at each temperature be performed under such 

(16) W. R. Krigbaum, THIS JOURNAL, 7«, 3758 (1954). 
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Fig. 1.—Plots for 1/Afapp versus C0 at various tempera
tures. A/app is the apparent molecular weight and Co is the 
initial concentration of a given solution. 

conditions tha t the values of X for different concen
trat ions are not only almost independent of Co bu t 
also so small as to satisfy the condition X2Mz2/ 
12 < < 1. All da ta reported in this paper were ob
tained from experiments so designed tha t these re
quirements were fully satisfied. As discussed pre
viously, 9 equation 1 is not an exact relation, but the 
error involved therein is practically negligible sub
ject to these conditions. In Table I are recorded 
values of A% calculated from values of B' (obtained 
from Fig. 1) and of X. Figure 2 shows these val
ues of A2' plotted against 1 — (8/2"); here the 
value 307.40K. was taken for 9. The smooth curve 
in Fig. 2 was drawn to facilitate the theoretical 
analysis which will be presented below. 

TABLE I 

I,IGHT SCATTERING SECOND VIRIAL COEFFICIENT A2' DETER
MINED FROM SEDIMENTATION EQUILIBRIUM 

Temp. 
C5K.) 

304.8 
307.4 
313.2 
320.2 

B'/2 X 
CmI. mole g. ~2) (Mole g. -1) 

- 0 . 1 6 6 X 10~4 0.79 X 10-« 
.00 1.18 X IO"6 

.273 X 10-* 1.21 X 1 0 - ' 

.525 X 10~4 1.11 X 10"« 

A,' 
(ml. mole g. B) 

- 0 . 1 5 7 X 10-* 
.00 
. 2 4 s X 10 -•> 
.47i X 10-" 

Intrinsic Viscosity.—Figure 3 gives results of 
viscosity measurements performed a t four tempera
tures in the vicinity of the Flory temperature. 
Straight lines are drawn through experimental 
points for the several temperatures. Values of the 
intrinsic viscosity fry] determined from the inter
cepts of these lines a t C0 = 0 are listed in Table I I , 
where the values of the Huggins slope constant k' 
for respective temperatures are also indicated. I t 
is of interest to note tha t near the Flory tem
perature the values of k' are not only considerably 

Fig. 2.—Light scattering second virial coefficients A2' 
plotted against 1 — (6 /T): solid line, experimental; 
dashed line, calculated from viscosity data. 

higher than the normal value 0.30 to 0.35 reported 
for many neutral linear polymers in good solvents 
but they are also markedly dependent on tempera
ture. The ratios [rj] I [17 ] e for the four temperatures 
are plotted against 1 — (Q/T) in Fig. 4; here Me 

TABLE II 

INTRINSIC VISCOSITIES [1;] AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE 

Temp. (0K.) hi Wl. g."') fc'(Huggins const.) 

305.2 
307.4 
311.2 
315.2 

0.643 
.684 
.752 
.816 

0.67 
.63 
.545 

.495 

denotes the intrinsic viscosity at the Flory tempera
ture. The dashed line in the figure shows the 
tangent at 1 — (Q'T) = 0 of the smooth curve 
drawn through the plotted points. 

Discussion 

Kura ta and his colleagues11 '12 have recently de
veloped a statistical mechanical theory of dilute 
polymer solutions, again by taking the "excluded 
volume effect" into account. This effect arises from 
the fact tha t in real polymer solutions different 
chain segments, belonging either to the same mole
cule or to different molecules, cannot occupy the 
same volume element. In other words, this is the 
consequence of the fact tha t each chain segment has 
a finite volume. Flory and his colleagues10 refer to 
this effect as the long range interference of polymer 
segments. Short range interferences refer to the 
bond angle restriction and the potential barrier be
tween consecutive monomer units in a polymer 
chain; these cause restricted rotation of each mono
mer-monomer link relative to the neighboring ones. 
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Fig. 3.—Plots for reduced viscosity TJSP/C versus concentra
tion C at various temperatures. 

The theory of Kurata, et al., is applicable only to 
the temperature region near the Flory temperature 
of a given system, because all excluded volume ef
fects are represented in the form of series which 
presumably converge only in such a temperature 
region. However, this is not a limitation in the 
present research where all experiments were per
formed under conditions which meet this theoretical 
requirement. It should be noted that even though 
the temperature range is limited in the theoretical 
analyses of Kurata, et al., the physical and mathe
matical approaches used in them are superior in 
many respects to the similar (and earlier) theories 
which were developed by Zimm, Flory, Krigbaum 
and others. 17~19 In fact, as pointed out by Kurata 
and Yamakawa12 and by Krigbaum and Car
penter,20 there are some serious defects in Flory's 
uniform expansion model for a polymer molecule 
with the excluded volume effect.10 In the use of 
the theory of Kurata, et al., however, there is the 
fundamental difficulty that their equation for the 
second virial coefficient is applicable only for mono-
disperse fractions. The light scattering and os
motic second virial coefficients are generally differ
ent numerically for polydisperse systems.6 The dif
ference depends on the molecular weight distribu
tion in the sample as well as the molecular weight 
dependence of the pair thermodynamic interaction 
parameters for each solute. Since the polydispers-
ity of the present polystyrene sample is rather small, 
we assume here that no serious error will be intro
duced if we apply, as it stands, the equation for the 
second virial coefficient A* by Kurata, et al.,12 to our 

(17) B. H. Zimm, J. Chan. Phys., 14, 164 (1946). 
(18) A. Ishihara and R. Koyama, ibid., 25, 712 (1956). 
(19) P. J. Flory and W. R. Krigbaum, ibid., 18, 1080 (1950); T. A. 

Orofino and P. J. Flory, ibid., 26, 1067 (1957). 
(20) W. R. Krigbaum and D. K. Carpenter, J. Phys. Chan., 59, 

1166 (1955). 

© 
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0.9 

Fig. 4.—Viscosity ratios, h ] / h l e , plotted against 1 — 
(OfT). 

light scattering second virial coefficients / I / . The 
only modification we make here is to replace M, 
the molecular weight for the monodisperse poly
mer appearing in their equation, by the weight-aver
age molecular weight Mw. 

The expression for A2' then reads12 

Ai = (2w/3)yAbll
:'[l - (0/T)I(I - 2.S(J."c + 

18.51s2 - . . .) (4) 

where A7A is the Avogadro number (6.02 X 1023) 
and s is a parameter defined by 

(C (&o,'«o!3U - (0, 'T)](MA (5) 

In these equations ac and S0 are constants defined by 

bAW (6) 

where a, b and Mo are, respectively, the length, the 
diameter and the molar weight of a chain segment 
of the pearl-necklace model for a flexible linear 
polymer molecule. In the treatment of Kurata, 
et al., it is assumed that each chain segment can ro
tate freely. Therefore it is reasonable to consider 
that such a chain segment is equivalent to the sta
tistical segment defined by Kuhn's condition21 

(see also equation E20 in reference 12). Using 
this condition the value of Mo for a given polymer 
can be calculated uniquely when the value of ae is 
known by experiment. Thus 

(aomo/l)- (7) 

where I and m0 are, respectively, the monomer-
monomer distance and the molar weight of the 
monomer for a given polymer; for polystyrene / = 
3.08A. and W0 = 104. 

In equation 4 the terms containing z represent 
the excluded volume effect upon Az'. The terms, 
— 2.8652 and 18.51s2, are called the double contact 
term and the triple contact term, respectively. For a 
given polymer species the convergence of the z-se-
ries in equation 4 depends oil the magnitudes of 1 — 
(Q.''T) and Mw; to a first approximation Ho, bv and 

(21) W. Kuhn, KoUoid-Z., 76, 258 (1936); 87. 3 (1939). 
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M0 would be constants independent of temperature 
and molecular weight. Although the correct con
dition for the convergence of this series has to be 
awaited until higher contact terms are available, it 
appears that the range of applicability of equation 4 
in its present form is limited only to values of z 
close to zero, i.e., the Flory temperature of the 
system. This is because the coefficient for the 
triple contact term is considerably larger than that 
for the double contact term. 

The theory of Kurata and Yamakawa12 yields 
for [77] an equation of the form 

Iv] = M®[1 + P(X)z - . . . ] (8) 

where P(X) is a function of the drainage parameter 
X defined by 

X = (3/2T)1A[S0Z(Io(Mo)V1](^)1A (9) 

Here, X represents the extent to which the polymer 
molecule allows permeation of solvent through it; 
thus X = O corresponds to the free-draining mole
cule, and X = co represents the impermeable mole
cule. In the s-series, equation 8, no terms higher 
than the first power of z have yet been obtained. 
For [i?]® the equation by Kurata and Yamakawa 
corrected for polydispersity of the system reads 

hie = (lZ?w)(iVAZ100)(x/6)!A[Zi?„(Z)]oo3(M„)IA (10) 

where g„ is 

Sw = (h + D1Ar(Zi + i)/r(/z + 1.5) (H) 

and T is the gamma function. The quantity h is a 
parameter appearing when we represent the molec
ular weight distribution J(M) by the Schulz form 

/(M) = (yh+1/h\)Mh exp(-yM) (12) 

where y is 

y = (h + 1)ZMW = (h + 2)/'M1 (13) 

Thus the value of gw may be calculated if the value 
of Mz/Mw is determined experimentally; for the 
present polystyrene sample the ratio MJM^ is 
1.35 and therefore the value of gw is found to be 
1.04. Numerical values of the functions P(X) and 
XF0(X) ranging from zero to infinity are given in 
Table I and Table II of reference 12. The intrinsic 
viscosities, [rj] and [rj]e, in the above equations are 
expressed in deciliters of solution per gram of sol
ute, in conformity with the units used in Fig. 3 and 
Table II. 

We now apply the various equations given above 
to our sedimentation equilibrium and viscosity 
data. To start with, we combine equations 4 and 5 
to give 

A1'/[I - (e/T)] = p0 + P1[I - (e/T)] + 

higher terms (14) 

where 

P0 = (2,rZ3)Ar
A6o3 (15) 

P1 = -2.865(2TrZSXeZTr)1AJ0VaOWA(TlZw)1A (16) 

-0.02 0 0.02 0.04 0.06 

I - ( © / T ) . 

Fig. 5.—Plots for A2'/[I - (Q/T)] versus 1 - (e/T). 
Solid circles represent values calculated from directly meas
ured A2', and open circles are values obtained from the 
smooth solid curve in Fig. 2. 

Equation 14 indicates that the intercept P0 and the 
tangent P1 of a plot for A2'/ [1 - (Q/T) ] versus 1 -
(Q/T) at 1 - (6/T) = 0 may be used to evaluate 
the constants a0 and b0, provided the value of Mw is 
known. Figure 5 shows this plot, the location of 
the points having been calculated from the A2 
curve given in Fig. 2. From this curve the values 
of 1.58 X 10-3 (ml. mole/g.2) and -2 .00 X 10~2 (ml. 
mole/g.2) may be determined for PQ and Pi, respec
tively. The quantities P0 and Pi actually repre
sent the tangent and curvature for the A2' versus 
1 — (e/T) curve at the origin. Such quantities, 
especially the curvature, depend to a considerable 
extent on how we draw a smooth curve through the 
experimentally determined A2 values. Further
more, the values of A2 themselves are calculated 
from the initial tangents of the smooth curves which 
are drawn through experimental plots of 1/Mapp 
versus CV Thus the values derived for P0 and Pi 
are admittedly not very accurate in general. This 
is apparently the case also with the values of ao and 
bo derived therefrom by using equations 15 and 16. 
In particular, the accuracy of the value for do so 
obtained may be quite limited. Substitution of 
P 0 = 1.58 X 1 0 - 3 a n d P ! = - 2 . 0 0 X 10-2intoequa-
tions 15 and 16 and solution for a0 and bo yields 

oo = 7.029 X 10"9, bo = 1.078 X 10"» (17) 

These data may be compared with corresponding 
values which were obtained by Kurata and Yama
kawa12 from data by Outer, Carr and Zimm22 and by 
Krigbaum and Carpenter20 for the mean square ra
dius of gyration <s 2> of polystyrene in cyclohex
ane; data of Outer, et al., for the sample of Mw = 
16.1 X 105givea0 = 7.31 X 10~9 and b0 = 1.037 X 
10 - 9 and data of Krigbaum, et al., for the sample of 
i¥w = 32.0 X 105 yield a0 = 6.72 X 10"9 and b0 = 
1.17g X 10-9. 

(22) P. Outer, C. I. Carr and B. H. Zimm, / . Chan. Phys., 18, 830 
(1950). 
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The value of O0 may also be calculated from the 
value for [^]6, provided the value of X, and hence 
that of XF0(X), is available and the heterogeneity 
factor qw can be determined. As noted above, a 
value 1.04 is obtained for gw of our polystyrene 
sample from data for lfw and Mz. To find the re
quired value of X the following procedure may be 
used here. First we substitute the value of a0 de
duced above from A2 data into equation 7 to 
calculate M0; a value of 563 is obtained. Intro
duction of this M0 value, together with the a0 and 
b0 given in equation 17, into equation 9 then yields 
X = 11.4. Because the function XF0(X) varies 
very slowly for X>10, this value of X may be 
substituted to determine the required value for 
XF0(X). By interpolation from the values given 
in Table I of reference 12 a value 1.02 is found 
for XF0(X) at X = 11.4. Substitution of gw = 
1.04, XF0(X) = 1.02, Mw = 7.84 X 10s and 
Mo = 0.084 (dl./g.) (see Table I) into equation 10 
and solution for a0 then yields 

ao = 7.0I6 X IO-9 (18) 

By substitution for z from equation 5, equation 8 
may be written in the form 

VVVh = i + P(X)(Q/^yh(h/a,)\M^y/^[i -
(0/T)] (19) 

+ higher terms 

From this we may derive the relation 

5,3 = (7r/&y-.a^ p(X)-\2fJ-lA Q, (20) 

where Q0 is the tangent of a plot for [77 ] ' [17 ]Q 
versus 1 - (Q/T) at 1 - (Q/T) = 0. Thus if we 
determine Q0 by evaluating the initial tangent 
of the curve shown in Fig. 4 and substitute for 
a0 from equation 18, a value may be obtained for 
b0; the necessary value for P(X) may be inter
polated from Table II of reference 12 to give 1.50s. 
The value we obtained for Q0 is 8.30. Substitution 
of these values into equation 20 leads to 

Jo = 1.15, X 10-9 (21) 

The values of a0 and b0 obtained in this way from 
intrinsic viscosity data compare favorably with 
those derived above from Az data, suggesting that 
our Ai' and [77] data are entirely consistent. 

The agreement of the a0 values deduced from two 
different sources may be somewhat fortuitous, 
because there is a considerable uncertainty in 
determining a0 from A1' data. The value of b0 
from [17] is about 7% higher than that from A2', 
When the former b0 value is substituted into equa
tion 4, we find for the initial tangent of the curve 
for A2' versus 1 — (9 'T) a value which is about 24% 
higher than that determined from the experi
mental curve This difference between predicted 
and observed initial slopes is probably beyond the 
error in experimental determinations of A2'. 

In general, the intrinsic viscosity [17] can be 
measured quite accurately, provided rate of 
shear corrections are negligible. Therefore the 
value, 8.30, obtained for Q0, the tangent of the 

curve for fa]/h]e versus 1 — (Q/T) at 1 — (Q/T) = 
0, is presumably fairly correct. This is even 
emphasized because the curvature at the point 1 — 
(Q/T) = 0 is almost negligible. Accordingly, we 
see from equation 20 that the accuracy of the 
b0 value determined from [77] data depends mainly 
on the accuracy of the quantity a0

ip(X)~'-(Mw)'/K 
We believe that the value for ilfw obtained here is 
fairly accurate because of the negligible scattering 
of our data for 1 M-M-,v at the Flory temperature. 
The two a0 values derived above differ by less than 
0.2% from one another. Therefore, assuming that 
the correct value of a0 is in between, use of the 
above a0 value for [17] introduces a vanishingly 
small error into be. Thus so far as the present 
data are concerned, it is likely that the factor 
P(X) is mainly responsible for the discrepancy 
noted above. There are good reasons which lend 
support to this view. First, in the theory of Kurata 
and Yamakawa no heterogeneity effect is explicitly 
taken into account in the derivation of p(X); 
such an effect has been considered here by merely 
replacing M by Msv. Second, their derivation 
contains several approximations which admit
tedly lead to somewhat incorrect values of P(X). 
For example, if we use an equation developed re
cently by Stockmayer and Albrecht,23 values are 
obtained for p(X) which are about 10% higher than 
those calculated by Kurata and Yamakawa in the 
region of large X.24 Anyway, at present it ap
pears extremely difficult and even almost hope
less to attempt to derive the correct expression for 
P(X) by taking heterogeneity of the polymer into 
account. For this reason it is appropriate for 
practical purposes that we regard P(X) as an 
empirical function and determine its values from 
suitable experiments. One way to proceed is to 
utilize an explicit relation between A2 and [77], 
derived as follows. 

Equation 4 may be rewritten 

1 - .!,7i(27r/3).YA1V[l - (0 /T)] I = 2.S6.-Z -

18.51s2 + . . . (22) 

From equation 8 we have 

VIVWU - 1 = p(X)z - . . . (23) 

These two equations may be combined to give 

VVVh - 1 = [p(X)/2.865](l - A.2'/l(2*/3) 
AWU - (e/r)])) + . . . (24) 

This indicates that the required value of P(X) 
may be obtained from the tangent at the origin 
of a plot for fo]/Me - 1 versus 1 - A2'/{(2TT/3) 
NAb0

s[l - (Q/T)]}. This plot may be constructed 
from the smooth curves of Figs. 2 and 4, using for 
b0 the value determined above from A2 data. 
Figure 6 shows the plot so obtained. The initial 
tangent of this curve is found to be 0.61, giving a 
value 1.75 for p(X). This p(X) is 16% higher 
then the value 1.5O6 which was estimated above 

(23) W. H. Stockmayer and A. C. Alhiecht, J. Polymer Set.. 32, 251 
(1958). 

(24) Personal communication: Professor M. Kurata, University of 
Kyoto, Kyoto, Japan. 
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for X = 11.4 from Table II of reference 12.23 I t 
should be noted that this method of determining 
P(X) can be utilized independently of ao. Since, 
however, the initial slope of the curve shown in Fig. 
6 is rather sensitive to the choice of bo, the value of 
P(X) thus obtained should be accepted with some 
reservation; as mentioned before, the accuracy of 
the bo value obtained by applying equation 14 
to Ai data may be less than might be desired. 
With this empirically determined p(X) we may 
calculate bo from equation 20 in exactly the same 
manner as described above. The result is 

b0 = 1.102 X 10-» (25) 

which stands in better agreement with the bo 
deduced from A '2 data than does that datum which 
is obtained from [rj] by using the theoretical 
P(X) value. 

To see how well the values for Co and b0 derived 
from viscosity data reproduce the temperature 
dependence of A2' in the vicinity of the Flory 
temperature, they are substituted into equation 4 
to calculate A2' as a function of 1 — (QfT). In 
Fig. 2 the calculated values are compared with 
experimental data The agreement of theory and 
experiment is fairly satisfactory in the range such 
that 11 - (9/T)|<0.01. This range corresponds to 
± 3 ° about the Flory temperature, 34.2°, and to 
±0.05 about 3 = 0. Outside of this range the 
calculated curve diverges to a greater and greater 
extent from experimental results, indicating that 
the theory of Kurata and Yamakawa is really 
applicable only in the very vicinity of the Flory 
temperature. This conclusion had already been 
reached by Kurata and Yamakawa12 from a de
tailed analysis of light scattering data20'22 for 
higher molecular weight polystyrenes in cyclo
hexane. 

To summarize, we may conclude that our sedi
mentation equilibrium and viscosity data not 
only fit well into the scheme of the Kurata theory 
for dilute polymer solutions but also yield for the 
molecular parameters, a0, b0 and Mo, values which 
may be compared favorably with those deduced 
from light scattering experiments. This implies 
that so far as the temperature range near the 
Flory point is concerned, the sedimentation equi
librium method may be used as satisfactorily as the 
light scattering method for studying thermody
namic interactions in dilute polymer solutions. 
In this connection, we should like to emphasize 
the fact that for sedimentation equilibrium experi
ments we need not be concerned with the familiar 
difficulties in light scattering experiments such 
as preparing optically clear solutions. In osmotic 
pressure experiments difficulty usually arises from 
the selection of an "ideal" semi-permeable mem
brane. In the sedimentation equilibrium experi
ment the molecular weight range which may be 
studied is unlimited in principle; it may be ad
justed to molecular weight range by changing the 

(25) The referee has been kind enough to point out that the Flory-
Fox assumption," [I)]/[IJ]Q = a', when combined with a proper evalua
tion of a, leads to p(X) •= 1.91 for large X. The a is one of the param
eters in the Flory-Fox intrinsic viscosity-molecular weight relation
ship. 

Fig. 6.—Plots for (fol / t i le) - 1 versus 1 - ^ 2 ' /{(2ir /3) 
7VAJ0

3II — (Q/T)]}. iVA is the Avogadro number, and 60 is 
a parameter determined from the tangent at 1 — (Q/T) = 
0 of the smooth solid line in Fig. 2. Dashed line is the tan
gent for the solid line, and chain line is the corresponding 
tangent expected with the theoretical p(X) = 1.5O6 for X = 
11.4. 

speed of rotation. The chief disadvantage of the 
sedimentation method is probably that for any 
given solution it may take a considerable period of 
time to reach sedimentation equilibrium at a 
speed of rotation which is suitable for the evalua
tion of the experiment. 

Finally, our data are applied to calculate the pair 
interaction entropy parameter, \pi, which appears 
in the theories of dilute polymer solutions by Flory 
and his associates.10 It is readily shown that 
^i is related to the parameter b0 by the equation 

h = ( VJV)VT/Z)N M (26) 

where v is the partial specific volume of polymer and 
Vi is the molar volume of solvent. Introduction of 
b0 = 1.078 X 10-9 (see equation 16), V1 = 110, 
and v = 0.950 into equation 26 yields 

fi = 0.192 (27) 

This is in good agreement with the value 0.19 ± 
0.05 deduced by Krigbaum and Carpenter20 from 
light scattering measurements for a polystyrene of 
Mw = 32.0 X 105 in cyclohexane. These values 
show considerable discrepancy from the value 
0.36 ± 0.03 which was reported by Krigbaum16 

from osmotic pressure measurements on several 
lower molecular weight polystyrenes in the same 
solvent. However, in an article which has just 
appeared Krigbaum and Geymer26 have made use 
of their osmotic pressure measurements and addi
tional information about the Flory temperature to 
obtain a revised value, ^1 = 0.23. If the polymer 
is monodisperse, one would expect both light 

(20) W. R. Krigbaum and D. O. Geymer, T H I S JOURNAL, 81, 1859 
(1959). 
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scattering and osmotic pressure to yield the same 
value for \pi, because \pi is the parameter which 
should be characteristic of a given polymer-
solvent pair. Some difference may appear be
tween values from these two types of experiment 
when the polymer is polydisperse, as is always the 
case with the polymer samples which are currently 
available. 

In this connection we may note that Kurata, 
Utiyama and Tamura27 have recently derived a 
value 1.137 X 10 -9 for the parameter b0 from 
osmotic pressure experiments for a polystyrene 
fraction in cyclohexane. When this value of b0 is 
substituted into equation 26, we obtain for i/-, 
a value 0.226, in good agreement with the value 
from our sedimentation experiments. The ^1 
data of Krigbaum and associates20'26 from osmotic 
pressure and light scattering are now also consist-

(27) M. Kurata, IT. Utiyama and M. Tamura, unpublished data. 

ent. In order to see whether this kind of agree
ment is merely apparent further experimental 
studies by light scattering, osmotic pressure, 
sedimentation equilibrium, and so forth must be 
undertaken with a variety of polymer-solvent 
systems. 
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